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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider some algebraic structures associated to a class
 .of outer automorphisms of generalized Kac]Moody GKM algebras.
w xThese structures have recently been introduced in 3 for a smaller class of
outer automorphisms in the case of ordinary Kac]Moody algebras with
symmetrizable Cartan matrices.
 .A GKM algebra G s G A is essentially described by its Cartan matrix,
 .A s a ; the index set I can be either a finite or a countably infinitei j i, jg I
set. For any permutation v of the set I which has finite order and leavesÇ
the Cartan matrix invariant, we find a family of outer automorphisms v of
 .the GKM algebra G A which preserve the Cartan decomposition.
Such an outer automorphism gives rise to a linear bijection t ofv
G-modules, obeying the v-twining property, i.e., if V is a G-module, then
t x¨ s vy1 x t ¨ .  .  .v v
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for all x g G and all ¨ g V. Thus, in general, t is not a homomorphismv
of G-modules, but some sort of ``twisted homomorphism.'' Furthermore, tv
maps highest weight G-modules to highest weight G-modules, though the
image and preimage are not always isomorphic.
In applications in conformal field theory, one is particularly interested in
those highest weight modules which are mapped to themselves. The dual
map vU of the restriction of v to a Cartan subalgebra H of G is a
U  .bijection of H , the dual of H. For a highest weight G-module V L of
  ..  . U  .highest weight L, we have t V L s V L if and only if v L s L. Av
convenient tool to keep track of some properties of such a linear map is
 . w xthe twining character of V L , defined as in 3 as the formal sum
v vch V s m e l , .  . l
lFL
where
0, if vU l / l, .
vm s Ul  <tr t , if v l s l, . .Vv l
The main result of this paper is an explicit formula for the twining
character of Verma and irreducible highest weight G-modules. This for-
mula shows that the twining characters can be described in terms of the
characters of highest weight modules of some other GKM algebra which
 .depends on G s G A and v, the so-called orbit Lie algebra. In thisÇ
w xpaper we show that the ``linking condition'' that had to be imposed in 3 is
not needed, and that in particular this result applies to all Kac]Moody
algebras with symmetrizable Cartan matrices. In the case of affine Lie
algebras, this result has allowed for the solution of two long-standing
problems in conformal field theory: the resolution of field identification
 w x.fixed points in diagonal coset conformal field theories see 4 and the
resolution of fixed points in integer spin simple current modular invariants
 w x.see 5 .
In Section 2, after recalling the definition of a GKM algebra, we
introduce the notion of an orbit Lie algebra and a twining character. In
Section 3 we state and prove our main theorem, Theorem 3.1, which
asserts that twining characters are described by ordinary characters of the
orbit Lie algebra, for a particular type of automorphisms of G which just
permute the generators associated to simple roots. As a by-product, we
associate in Proposition 3.3 to the permutation v an interesting subgroupÇ
ÃW of the Weyl group W of a GKM algebra, which is again a Coxeter
group. In Section 4 we extend the theorem to the whole class of outer
automorphisms associated to a given finite order permutation v of theÇ
index set I, leaving the Cartan matrix invariant.
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Apart from the extension to arbitrary GKM algebras and to a larger
w xclass of automorphisms, the present paper improves the treatment in 3
Ãinsofar as the description of W and the analysis of the cases with
Niy1a l F 0 are concerned. The corresponding statements, which previ-ls0 i, v iÇ
ously had to be verified by detailed explicit calculations see, e.g., the
w x.appendix of 3 , are now immediate consequences of our general results.
2. DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES
We first remind the reader of the definition of a generalized Kac]Moody
 .  w x w x .GKM algebra and of some of its properties see 1 and 6 for details .
All vector spaces considered are complex. Let I be either a finite or a
countably infinite set. For simplicity of notation, we identify I with
 41, 2, . . . , n or Z .q
 .Let A s a be a matrix with real entries defined as follows:i j i, jg I
 .i a F 0 if i / j;i j
 .ii 2 a ra g Z if a ) 0;i j i i i i
 .iii if a s 0, then a s 0;i j ji
 .  .iv there exists a diagonal matrix D s diag e , . . . , e , with e g R1 n i
and e ) 0 for all i, such that DA is symmetric.i
 .A matrix satisfying condition iv is said to be symmetrizable.
Let H be an abelian Lie algebra of dimension greater than or equal to
n. Let h , . . . , h be linearly independent elements of H. Define a in HU ,1 n j
 .the dual of H, to be such that a h s a .j i i j
 .The GKM algebra G s G A with Cartan matrix A and Cartan subal-
gebra H is a Lie algebra generated by e , f , i g I, and H, with thei i
following defining relations:
w xe , f s d h ,i j i j i
w x  .h, e s a h e ,i i i
w x  .h, f s ya h f ,i i i
 .1y2 ai j r aii  .1y2 ai j r aiiad e e s 0 s ad f f if a ) 0,i j i j i i
w x w xe , e s 0 s f , f if a s 0.i j i j i j
Remarks. 1. For any n = n diagonal matrix DX with real positive
 X .  .entries, G D A is a GKM algebra isomorphic to G A . The resulting
generators are scalar multiples of the above ones, and so the simple roots
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X  X X X .a remain unchanged. If we take D to be diag e , e , . . . , e , wherej 1 2 n
y12 a , if a ) 0,X  .i i i ie si  1, otherwise,
then all the diagonal positive entires of the matrix DXA are equal to 2, and
w xwe get a Cartan matrix as defined in 6 .
w x  .2. In 3 , h and a are defined to be so that a h s a . In thisi j j i ji
w xpaper we have taken the transpose in order to follow the convention in 6 .
w xThe elements h , h , . . . , h form a basis for H l G, G , and there is a1 2 n
subalgebra C consisting of commuting derivations of G such that H s H
w x  .l G, G [ C. There exists a bilinear form ?, ? on H defined by
h , h s ey1a h and h , hX s 0, h , hX g C , .  .  .i i i
 .where as above the matrix diag e , . . . , e A is symmetric. Therefore1 n
 . y1h , h s e a . This form extends uniquely to a bilinear, symmetric,i j j i j
invariant form on G, whose kernel is contained in H. When the form is
nondegenerate, it induces a bilinear form on HU , which we also denote by
 .?, ? . In particular,
a , a s e a . .i j i i j
 .Note that H and hence G can always be extended by adding outer
derivatives of G having the e , f as eigenvectors so as to make the formi i
 .nondegenerate. When ?, ? is nondegenerate on H, the Cartan decompo-
sition holds for the GKM algebra G:
G s G [ H [ G ,[ [ya a /  /q qagD agD
 w x  . 4 qwhere G s x g G ¬ h, x s a h x, h g H , and D is the set of positivea
 Uroots of G i.e., a g H is a positive root if G / 0, and a is a sum ofa
.simple roots .
If a ) 0, the simple root a is called real. Seti i i
 4I [ i g I ¬ a ) 0 .r i i
The Weyl group W is generated by the reflections r , i g I , acting on HU.i r
A root is said to be real if it is conjugate to a real simple root under the
action of W, and imaginary otherwise. The group W is a Coxeter group
 w x.see 6, Proposition 3.13 . Recall that a Coxeter group is a group of the
following type:
m i j2x , x , . . . , x ¬ x s 1; x x s 1 i , j s 1, 2, . . . , n , i / j , .  . ;1 2 n i i j
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 .where the m are positive integers or `. Set m to be the order of r ri j i j i j
 .for i, j g I i / j . These orders are given by the following table, which wer
 w x.call T see 6 :
2 a 2 ai j ji
0 1 2 3 G 4
a aii j j
m 2 3 4 6 `i j
 .In the rest of this paper G s G A will denote a GKM algebra, with
 .nondegenerate bilinear form ?, ? . Without loss of generality, we assume
that the Cartan matrix A is symmetric.
Choose a bijection v : I ¬ I of finite order which keeps the CartanÇ
matrix fixed, i.e., a s a for all i, j g I.v i, v j i, jÇ Ç
If the Dynkin diagram of G is defined to be the Dynkin diagram of the
GKM subalgebra of G generated by e , f for all i g I , then v restricts toÇi i r
a bijection of the Dynkin diagram. Note that the number of bonds linking
 < < < < 4 .node i and j is max 2 a ra , 2 a ra . Let N be the order of v and NÇi j i i ji j j i
the length of the v-orbit of i in I.Ç
w xBy the same arguments that were given in 3, Sect. 3.2 for Kac]Moody
algebras, v induces an outer automorphism v of G the details of itsÇ
w x.action on the outer derivations in H are given in 3 . In particular,
v e s e , v f s f , v h s h , for all i g I.i v i i v i i v iÇ Ç Ç
The automorphism v preserves the Cartan decomposition. Let z g C be a
<primitive Nth root of unity. Then the eigenvalues of the restriction v ofH
 l 4 <v to H are contained in z ¬ l s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 . Since v has finiteH
order, H is the direct sum of its eigenspaces. Let H l denote the eigenspace
corresponding to eigenvalue z l.
We choose a set of representatives from each v-orbit:Ç
Ã lI [ i g I ¬ i F v i , ; l g Z . 4Ç
Some of these orbits play a major role, so we also introduce the following
Ãsubset of I:
N y1 N y1i i
Æ Ã l lI [ i g I a F 0 « a s a . i , v i i , v i i iÇ Ç 5
ls0 ls0
ÃFor i g I define
N y1i¡
Æla a , if i g I and a / 0,i i i , v i i i~ Çs [i ls0¢
1, otherwise.
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Æ ÆRemarks. 1. Suppose that i g I. The definition of I implies that if a isi
imaginary, then s s 1, and if a is real, then we only have two possibili-i i
ties: either s s 1 and for all integers 1 F l F N y 1, a l s 0, or s s 2i i i, v i iÇ
and there is a unique integer 1 F l F N y 1 such that a l / 0. In thei i, v iÇ
latter case, 2 a l ra s y1. So we can deduce that N is even, andi, v i i i iÇ
l s Nr2. Hence when s s 1, the orbit of i in the Dynkin diagram of G isi i
totally disconnected, i.e., of type A = ??? = A where A appears N1 1 1 i
. times ; and when s s 2, the orbit of i is of type A = ??? = A where Ai 2 2 2
.appears Nr2 times .i
2. If G is a Kac]Moody algebra and v fulfills the linking conditionÇ
Æ Ãw xof 3 , then I s I. We will not need to impose this condition.
Ã  .Define the matrix A s a to be as follows:Ã Ãi j i, jg I
N y1j
la [ s a .Ã i j j i , v jÇ
ls0
Ã  .  .  .  .LEMMA 2.1. The matrix A satisfies conditions i , ii , iii , and iv of the
Cartan matrix of a GKM algebra.
Ã lProof. Suppose i / j g I. Then a F 0 since for all integers l, v j / iÃ Çi j
as i and j are not in the same v-orbit. Suppose further than a ) 0. ThenÇ Ãi i
Ãa s a , so that 2 a ra is an integer since s is an integer for all j g I. IfÃ Ã Ãi i i i i j i i j
a s 0, thenÃi j
N y1 N y1j iNj
l l0 s a s a , i , v j j , v iÇ ÇNils0 ls0
Ã  .so that a s 0. Let D s diag N s . Then straightforward calculationsÃ Ãji i i ig I
Ã Ãshow that DA is symmetric. This completes the proof.
ÃTherefore there is a GKM algebra, which we call G, with Cartan matrix
Ã ÃA, and such that the bilinear form induced by A is nondegenerate on its
Ã ÃCartan subalgebra H. We let e , and f denote its other generators. SetÃi i
Ã Ã Ãw xh s e , f , i g I.Ãi i i
Ã Æ Niy1 lRemarks. 1. If i g I y I, then a r a is not an integer wheni i ls0 i, v iÇ
Ã Æa F 0, and it is nonpositive when a ) 0. Therefore, if I / I, then thei i i i
 Njy1 . Njy1l lmatrix with entries a r a  a is not the Cartan matrix ofj j ls0 j, v j ls0 iv jÇ Ç
a GKM algebra.
2. The elements of G fixed by v form a GKM subalgebra of G see
w x .1 for the proof . This fixed point subalgebra has a GKM subalgebra
Niy1 Ã . lwhose Cartan matrix has i, j th entry equal to  a . However, G isls0 v i, jÇ
not in general isomorphic to a subalgebra of G.
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We are now ready to define the orbit Lie algebra associated to the
Æ Ãautomorphism v. To do so, we have to use the subset I rather than I.
DEFINITION 2.1. The orbit Lie algebra associated to the bijection v ofÇ
the Cartan matrix A, or equivalently to the automorphism v of G, is
Æ Ã Ã Ædefined to be the Lie subalgebra G of G generated by e , f for i g I, andÃi i
ÃH.
ÆLemma 2.1 implies that G is a GKM algebra with Cartan matrix
ÆA s a .Ã . Æi j i , jgI
Æ ÃRemarks. 1. The GKM subalgebra G of G is also in general not
isomorphic to a subalgebra of G.
Æ Æ Ã2. The set I may be empty, in which case G s H.
3. It can be shown that if G is of finite type, then so is the orbit Lie
Æ Æ .algebra G; and if G is of affine resp. indefinite type, then G is either
 .  w x.trivial, or also of affine resp. indefinite type see 3 .
0 Ãw xWe next define a linear map P : H l G, G ª H as follows:v
N y1i
ÃlP h s N h .v v i i iÇ /ls0
X w x 0  X.   .  X..LEMMA 2.2. For all h, h g G, G l H , h, h s Pv h , P h .v
Ã lProof. Let i be in I. Since N s N for all integers l,i v iÇ
N y1 N y1N y1 j ji
y1
l l lh , h s N a s N s aÃ  v i v j i i , v j i j i jÇ Ç Ç /ls0 ls0 ls0
N y1N y1 ji
Ã Ã l ls N h , N h s P h , P h .  /i i j j v v i v v jÇ Ç /ls0 ls0
The result follows by linearity.
ÃProvided we choose H to have the right number of outer derivations,
this map can be extended to the outer derivations contained in H 0 so as to
0 Ãgive an isomorphism H ª H, in such a way that Lemma 2.2 holds for all
X 0  w xh, h in H the proof is the same as in 3, Sect. 3.3 , where this is shown
.for Kac]Moody algebras . For simplicity of notation, we also call this
isomorphism P .v
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The automorphism v induces a dual map vU on HU , namely:
vUb h s b v h for b g HU , h g H . .  .  .
In particular,
vU a s a y1 , .i v iÇ
 U  .. .   ..   ..  .  .y1 y1since v a h s a v h s h , v h s h , h s a h for alli i i v i v iÇ Ç
<  U . lh g H. This bijection has the same eigenvalues as v , and so H willH
denote the eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalue z l.
Since its restriction to H 0 is nondegenerate, the bilinear form gives rise
 0.U  U .0to a bijection between H and H . Hence P induces a dual mapv
U ÃU U 0 U 0 U .  .  .P : H ª H . By definition, l g H if and only if v l s l.v
Such weights will be called symmetric weights. Set
N y1i
lb [ a for each i g I.i v iÇ
ls0
In particular, the following holds:
Ã U .  .LEMMA 2.3. i For all i g I, P a s s b ; andÃv i i i
 .  U .0  .  Uy 1 . Uy 1 ..ii for all l, m g H , l, m s P l , P m .v v
Proof. For all h g H 0, Lemma 2.2 implies that
N y1i
Ã la P h s N s h , P h s s h , h , .  . .Ã  . i v i i i v i v iÇ /ls0
 .so that i holds.
U .ii follows directly from Lemma 2.2 and the definition of P .v
We next define the twining character of a highest weight G-module. We
first need to associate a representation Rv to a given representation R of
the GKM algebra G.
 .DEFINITION 2.2. Let V be a G-module and R: G ª gl V the corre-
v  .sponding representation. Define R to be the representation G ª gl V
v .   ..such that R x s R v x for all x g G.
  ..Let R : G ª gl V L be a highest weight G-representation of highestL
U  .vweight L in H . Then R is a highest weight representation of highestL
U  .   U  ...Uweight v L , R : G ª gl V v L , since v preserves the Cartanv L .
decomposition. Thus the automorphism v induces a bijection of G-mod-
 .  U  ..ules t : V L ª V v L which satisfies the v-twining property, i.e.,v
t R x ¨ s R U vy1 x t ¨ for all ¨ g V L , x g G. .  .  .  . .v L v L . v
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U  .  .vRemarks. When v L / L, the representations R and R areL L
not isomorphic. The bijection t is a linear map, but not in general anv
U  .isomorphism of G-modules, even if v L s L.
  . 4Denote by V [ ¨ g V ¬ h¨ s l h ¨ , h g H the weight space of V ofl
weight l. The bijection t maps V onto V U . In particular, if Rv l v l.
 .  .corresponds to the Verma resp. irreducible highest weight module M L
  .. v resp. L L , then R corresponds to the Verma resp. irreducible highest
.  U  ..   U  ...weight module M v L resp. L v L .
In this paper, we study the case when L is a symmetric weight i.e.,
U  . .  .   ..v L s L , so that t maps M L respectively L L to itself. In thev
 w x.physics literature, such weights are called fixed points see 7 .
The ordinary character ch V of a highest weight G-module V is the
formal sum
ch V [ dim V e l . .  . l
l
Replacing the formal exponential by the exponential function, this gives a
complex valued function
ch V h s dim V elh. s tr eh , .  . l V
l
 .defined on the set Y V of elements h g H such that the series converges
absolutely.
U 1 .  .Let r g H be a Weyl vector for G, i.e., r, a s a , a for alli i i2
 .i g I. Such a vector exists since by assumption ?, ? is nondegenerate on
 .  . lH. For w g W, let e w s y1 , where l is the minimal number of simple
 .  .  .reflections r needed to write w. Let S s e L q r  e b e yb , wherei L b
 .  .me b s y1 if b is a sum of m distinct pairwise orthogonal imaginary
 .simple roots, orthogonal to L, and e b s 0 otherwise. Borcherds showed
U  .  .  .that if L g H , L, a G 0 for all i g I, and 2 L, a r a , a g Z for alli i i i
 .real simple roots a of G, then the irreducible module L L of highesti
weight L has character
mult ach L L s e w w S re r 1 y e ya . .  .  .  .  . . L
qagDwgW
 w x w x .For details of the proof of the character formula, see 1 or 6 .
DEFINITION 2.3. Let L g HU be a symmetric weight. We define the
 .twining character for the highest weight representation R on V L to beL
 .   ..v .the following complex valued function defined on Y V : ch V L h s
tr t e RLh..V v
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Note that since the twining character is bounded by the ordinary
 .character, it is absolutely convergent on Y V . Equivalently, the twining
character is the formal sum
v vch V L s m e l , .  . .  l
lFL
where
0, if vU l / l, .
vm s Ul  <tr t , if v l s l. . .Vv l
 . Let n resp. C denote the ordinary character of the Verma resp.L L
Æ.  .irreducible G-module of highest weight L, and n resp. C denote theÆÆ ÆL L
Æ .ordinary character of the Verma resp. irreducible G-module of highest
Æweight L.
U  .Remarks. A weight L in H is said to be integrable if L, a G 0 fori
 .  .all i g I and 2 L, a r a , a is an integer for all real simple roots a . Ai i i i
G-module V is called integrable if f and e act locally nilpotently for alli i
i g I such that a ) 0. An irreducible G-module of highest weight L isi i
unitarizable if and only if L is integrable. If all the simple roots of G are
real, i.e., G is a Kac]Moody algebra, then an irreducible G-module of
 whighest weight L is integrable if and only if it is unitarizable see 6, Sects.
x .3, 10, and 11 for details .
3. TWINING CHARACTERS AND ORBIT LIE ALGEBRAS
We now state the main result of this paper.
U U  .THEOREM 3.1. Let L g H be a symmetric weight, i.e., v L s L. The
twining character of the Verma G-module of highest weight L coincides with
Æ Uy 1 .the ordinary character of the Verma G-module of highest weight P L :v
vUy1
Uy 1P n s n . . Æv L P L .v
If , moreo¨er, L is integrable, then the twining character of the irreducible
G-module of highest weight L coincides with the ordinary character of
Æ Uy 1 .the irreducible G-module of integrable highest weight P L :v
vUy1 Æ Uy 1P C s C . .v L P L .v
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Before we prove this theorem, we present a few examples:
1. A table that describes all diagram automorphisms and the corre-
sponding orbit Lie algebras for all finite-dimensional simple and all affine
w xLie algebras has been provided in 3 . To give a simple example, the orbit
Lie algebra associated to the automorphism of order three of the simple
Lie algebra D is G . Similarly, the orbit Lie algebra for the automor-4 2
phism of order three of the untwisted affine Lie algebra E1. is G1., while6 2
for the order two automorphisms of E1. one obtains the twisted affine Lie6
algebra E2..6
w x2. In 3 the automorphisms of order N of the affine Lie algebra
A1. had to be dealt with separately. Theorem 3.1 covers these cases asNy1
Ãwell. In these cases, the set I consists of a single element, while its subset
ÆI is empty so that the orbit Lie algebra is the trivial zero-dimensional Lie
algebra. In general, too, any nonzero orbit Lie algebra of a Kac]Moody
algebra is again a Kac]Moody algebra, rather than a genuine generalized
Kac]Moody algebra.
3. For applications of this theorem to conformal field theory, we
w xrefer the reader to 4, 5 .
4. The action of the monster group on the monster Lie algebra is by
 .generalized see Section 4 diagram automorphisms. The twisted denomi-
w xnator formulas for these automorphisms that have been obtained in 2
should therefore be closely related to the associated twining characters.
In order to prove this theorem, we first need a few more results. Any
 U  . .  .Weyl vector r of G satisfies v r , a s r, a for all i g I, and hencei i
we can choose r to be a symmetric weight.
Uy 1 ÃU Æ .LEMMA 3.2. The weight r s P r is a Weyl ¨ector in H for G.Æ
ÆProof. Lemma 2.3 implies that if i g I and a / 0, theni i
N y1i1 1 1
2
lr , a s s r , b s s N a s s N a s a , a . .Æ Ã Ã Ã .  .i i i i i i i i i i , v i i iÇ2 2 2ls0
ÆThe penultimate equality follows from the definition of s . If i g I andi
1 .  .la s 0, then a s 0 for all integers l, so that r, a s 0 s a , a .Æ Ã Ã Ãi i i, v i i i i2Ç
Remarks. 1. The proof of the previous lemma shows that in order for rÆ
Æ Njy1 lto be a Weyl vector for G, we need to scale the numbers  a by sls0 i, v j jÇ
Æto define the Cartan matrix A.
1Ã Æ Ã Æ .  .2. For i g I y I, one has r, a / a , a , so that when I / I, rÆ Ã Æ Ã Æi i i2
Ãis not a Weyl vector for the bigger GKM algebra G. It is not possible to
Ãscale the Cartan matrix A in such a way that, on the one hand, the
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resultant matrix remains the Cartan matrix of a GKM algebra, and, on the
other hand, the resultant vector r is a Weyl vector for the correspondingÆ
GKM algebra.
Æ ÆLet W be the Weyl group of G, and W the Weyl group of G. Note that
Ã Æ Ã Æa ) 0 for i g I implies that i g I. Since G and G have the same CartanÃi i
Æ Ãsubalgebra, W is therefore also the Weyl group of G. Let
Æ ÃI [ i g I ¬ a ) 0 ,Ã 5r i i
Æand for i g I let r denote the reflections corresponding to the simple realÃr i
Ã Æ .roots of G or equivalently G . Define
Ã U U 4W [ w g W ¬ wv s v w
to be the set of all elements in the Weyl group W of G commuting with
the bijection vU of HU. This is a subgroup of W.
If s s 2, then the orbit of i in the Dynkin diagram of G is the producti
 l lqNi r2 4of Nr2 copies of the Dynkin diagram of A . Then v i, v i are theÇ Çi 2
Æ  .connected components of the orbit of i. For each i g I i.e., a ) 0 ,Ãr i i
define
r r ??? r N y1 , if s s 1,¡ ii v i v i iÇ Ç
N r2~ iw [i
l lqN r2 lr r r , if s s 2.i v i v i v i iÇ Ç Ç¢
ls1
Ãw xAs in 3, Sect. 5.1 , it can be shown that the elements w are in W, and thati
for symmetric weights l g HU ,
N y1i2 s l, a .i i
lw l s l y a . 1 .  .i v iÇa , a .i i ls0
ÃIn fact, the elements w generate the group W:i
Ã Æ :PROPOSITION 3.3. W s w ¬ i g I .i r
Ä Æ U :Proof. Set W [ w ¬ i g I . Let L g H be an integrable symmetrici r
 .  .weight such that L, a ) 0 for all i g I. Such weights exist since ?, ? isi
nondegenerate on HU. Let l F L be a symmetric weight.
Niy1  .lWe claim that if i g I and b s  a satisfies b , b F 0, thenr i ls0 v i i iÇ
 .l,a G 0. Since both L and l are symmetric, L y l s  k b , whereÃi ig I i i
Ã  .  .  .k G 0 for each i g I. Since b , b s N b , a and b , a F 0 for alli i i i i i j i
 .j / i, our claim follows. Since L is integrable, v l F L for all w in the
Ä w xWeyl group W see 6, Sect. 3 . Let w g W be such that the height of
X X Ä .   ..   ..L y w l is minimal, i.e., ht L y w l F ht L y w l for all w g W.
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 .We claim that w l is in the positive Weyl chamber, i.e., for all i g I
  . .such that a ) 0, w l , a G 0. Assume this is false. Since w commutesi i i
 .with v, w l is symmetric. Hence the above argument implies that for all
Ã Æ Æ  . .   . .j g I y I , w l , a G 0. Thus there is some i g I such that w l , ar r j r i
 .- 0. From 1 we get
2 w l , a . .i
w w l s w l y s b , .  .i i ia , a .i i
  ..   ..so that ht L y w w l - ht L y w l , contradicting the definition of w.i
X Ã X .Let w be in W. Then w L is a symmetric weight. So from the above,
Ä X .there is some w in W such that ww L is in the positive Weyl chamber.Ä Ä
Since the W-orbit of L intersects the positive Weyl chamber at a unique
X .  .point, we can deduce that ww L s L. Furthermore, by definition, L, aÄ i
X  w x./ 0 for all i g I. Hence ww s 1 see 6, Proposition 3.12 , so thatÄ
X Ä Ä Ãw g W, and hence W s W.
ÃThe next result shows that W is a Coxeter group.
Ã ÆCOROLLARY 3.4. The subgroup W of W is isomorphic to the Weyl group W
Æof G.
mÆ i jÆ  .Proof. We first show that for all i, j g I w w s 1, where ther i j
exponents m are given by table T changing a , a , a , and a to a ,Æ Ãi j i j ji i i j j i j
Ã.a , a , and a , respectively, in the table . From Lemma 2.3 and D sÃ Ã Ãji i i j j
Æ Ã Ã U .  .diag N s , for all i g I and all l g H we havei i r
Ã U UÃ Ãl, a P l , b N P l , a .  .Ã  .  . /i v i i v is s ,
a , a N a N aÃ Ã .i i i i i i i i
U Ã U U Ã .  .   ..since P l is symmetric and P a s s b . Therefore P r l sÃ Ãv v i i i v i
U Ã Æ  ..  .w P l follows by comparison with 1 . Now W is the Coxeter groupi v
mÆ i j .characterized by r r s 1. So by induction on the number of generatorsÃÃi j
mÆ i j .r and r in the expression r r , we can deduce from what precedes thatÃ Ã ÃÃi j i j
mÃU Ui jÃ ÃP l s w w P l . . .  . .v i j v
mÆ U U U 0i j Ã .  .Let w [ w w . Since P is a bijection between H and H ,i j v
 . U  .w l s l for all symmetric weights l in H . In particular, w r s r as r
is assumed to be symmetric. The definition of r implies that for all i g Ir
 .  .i.e., such that a ) 0 , r, a ) 0. Hence the proof of Proposition 3.12 ini i i
w x6 tells us that w s 1.
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Æ ÃWe may therefore define a map Q: W ª W such that
Q r s w , .Ãi i
Æwhich extends in a natural way to W. The above reasoning shows that Q is
well defined and a group homomorphism. Proposition 3.3 implies that Q is
surjective.
It only remains to show that Q is injective. From the preceding calcula-
tions we can also deduce that
U Ã U ÃP r l s Q r P l . .  .Ã Ã .  .v v
Æ Ufor all elements r g W. So again the bijectivity of P implies that ifÃ v
 .Q r s 1, then r s 1. Thus Q is a group isomorphism.Ã Ã
As the next two results show, with respect to the twining character, the
Ãsubgroup W plays the role that the Weyl group plays with respect to the
ordinary character:
PROPOSITION 3.5. If V is an integrable highest weight G-module with
v v Ã . .  .highest weight L, then w ch V s ch V for all w g W.
 .Proof. Let R be the representation: G ª gl V , l a symmetric weight
 .of V, and V the corresponding weight space in V. Then w l is symmet-l i
R  .lric, and is a weight of V since L is integrable. Set x [ exp f exp yl v iÇ
. .l le exp f . Definev i v iÇ Ç
¡ R R Rx x ??? x , if s s 1,1 2 N y1 ii
N r2~ iX [i R R Rx x x , if s s 2. l lqN r2 l i¢ i
ls1
w x  .Lemma 3.8 in 6 implies that X V s V . Since v extends uniquely toi l w l.i
 .an automorphism of the universal enveloping algebra U G of G, the
definition of t implies thatv
t X ¨ s vy1 X t ¨ 2 .  .  . .v i i v
for all ¨ g V. Since w commutes with vU and the Coxeter relations holdi
Ã y1  .for W, v X s X . Hence we can deduce from 2 that the trace of t oni i v
 .v.  .vV equals the trace of t on V . Therefore w ch V s ch V , andl v w l. ii
the result follows from Proposition 3.3.
Ã Ã .For w g W, let l w be the minimal number of generators w needed toi
write w. Define
Ã .l we w [ y1 . .  .Ã
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Let l F L be symmetric weights in HU. Consider the Verma module
 .  .M L . Taking a basis of the universal algebra U G of G as given by the
 .PBW theorem, we can deduce that the trace of t on M L only dependsv l
 .  . von the action of v on U G . Therefore the expression e yL y r n isL
independent of L. Set
n v [ e yL y r n v . . L
Ã v v .  .LEMMA 3.6. For all w g W, w n s e w n .Ã
 .Proof. Consider the Verma module M 0 with highest weight 0. Let
Æi g I, and
D [ yb g Dq¬ ' j / v l i ; l g Z, such that a F b .Ç 4i j
 .   ..ymult aqThe ordinary character of M 0 is n s  1 y e ya . There-0 a g D
U  .fore all weights m g H such that m F 0 are weights of M 0 . Let l F 0
be a symmetric weight. We can write l s  b y nNiy1a l for someb g D ls0 v iÇi
nonnegative integer n.
When s s 1, then for all integers l, lX, a l q a lX is not a root. So wei v i v iÇ Ç
can order the positive roots of G in the following way: a , a , . . . ,i v iÇ
a N y1 , g , g , . . . , with g g D . When s s 2, then for l, lX g Z, a l qiv i 1 2 p i i v iÇ Ç
X
X  . X Yla is a root if and only if l ' l q Nr2 mod N ; and for all l, l , l g Z,v i i iÇ
a l q a lX q a lY is not a root. In this case, we can order the positivev i v i v iÇ Ç Ç
roots of G in the following way: a , a , . . . , a N y1 , a q a N r2 , . . . ,i ii v i v i i v iÇ Ç Ç
a N r2y1 q a N y1 , g , g , . . . , with g g D .i iv i v i 1 2 p iÇ Ç
 . y1 .  .  .  .By definition, t x¨ s v x t ¨ for all x g U G and all ¨ g M 0 .v v
 .So choosing a basis of M 0 given by the PBW theorem, which respectsl
the above ordering of roots, we can deduce that the only basis vectors of
 .M 0 contributing to the trace of t are as follows:l v
For the case s s 1, these vectors arei
f m f m ??? f N y1m ¨ m. ,ii v i v i qÇ Ç
where 0 F m F n and the vectors ¨ m. form a basis of the weight spaceq
Ä . w xN r2M 0 ; and for the case s s 2, if f [ f , f , these vectors areilqm b i i i v iÇi
m0 m1 m Niy1 Än0 Än1 ÄnNi r2y1 m k , n j.f f ??? f f f ??? f ¨ ,N y1 N r2y1i v i i v i qi iÇ Çv i v iÇ Ç
where m s m , m q n s m q n F n for all 0 F j, k F Nr2 y 1,k kqN r2 k k j j ii
m k , n j.  .and the vectors ¨ form a basis of the weight space M 0 .q lqm qn .b0 0 i
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Commutator terms that arise when reshuffling the products of the
generators of the corresponding roots spaces to the form given by the
chosen basis can never give rise to a nonzero contribution to the trace of
 . v  . <t in M 0 . Therefore if m [ tr t , then summing over all theM 0.v l l v l
 .symmetric weight spaces of M 0 , we can deduce that
n v s mve l 1 q mv e yb q mv e y2b q ??? , 3 .  .  .  . .0 l yb i y2 b i / i i
l
where the first sum is taken over all sums of roots in D .i
From the above we can also deduce that, for s s 1,i
tr t s 1, .  .M 0v yn b i
since all the simple roots a l are pairwise orthogonal; and, for s s 2,v i iÇ
N r2y1in
N r2y1i k njs 0 jtr t s y1 s y1 , .  .  . .M 0  v yn b i  /
0Fn Fn ks0j
0FjFN r2y1i
so that
1, if n ' 0 mod 2 , .tr t s .  .M 0v yn b i 0, otherwise.
 .  .Substituting the value of tr t in 3 , we getv M 0.yn b i
y1v vn s m e l 1 y e ys b . .  . .0 l i i /
lgD i
1 .  .Since r is symmetric by assumption, and r, a s a , a for all i g I,i i i2
 .  .1 gives: w r s r y s b . Now r permutes the set of all negative rootsi i i i
distinct from ya . Therefore w permutes the elements of D and multi-i i i
 .  ..y1plies e yr 1 y e ys b by y1. Hence the assertion of the lemmai i
Æfollows for the generator w . This argument works for each i g I , and soi r
ÃProposition 3.3 implies the lemma for all w g W.
Set
v U < < < < UB [ l g H ¬ l F L , l q r s L q r , v l s l . 4 .L
w x w xArguments similar to those used in 3 or 6, Sect. 9 imply that, for any
symmetric weight L in HU ,
n v s c C v ,L L l l
vlgBL
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where c g C and c s 1. Since B v is a discrete set, by inverting theL l L L L
 . vupper triangular matrix c , we getL l lg BL
C v s c n v , 4 .L l l
vlgBL
where c s 1.L
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that L g HU is a symmetric integrable weight. Then
Ã .for each scalar c in 4 , there is some w g W such that c sl l
 .e w c , where a is a symmetric sum of distinct pairwise orthogonalÃ wLyaqr .yr
imaginary simple roots, all orthogonal to L.
 .Proof. From 4 we get
C v s n v c e l q r , 5 .  .L l
vlgBL
v v Ãwhere n is independent of l. Given l g B , let w g W be such that theL
 .  .height of L q r y w l q r is minimal. Let m [ w l q r y r. The
 .proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that l q r, a G 0 for all real simplei
roots a . Then m s L y  k a , where the k are nonnegative integers.i ig I i i i
< < 2 < < 2Furthermore, m q r s L q r implies that
k L , a q k m q 2 r , a s 0. .  . i i i i
igI igI
w xSo as in the proof of Theorem 11.13.3 in 6 it follows that if k / 0 then ai i
 .  .is imaginary and a , L s 0; that a , a s 0 if k is also nonzero fori i i j
 . vj / i; and that a , a s 0 if k G 2. Since C is bounded by the ordinaryi i i L
 . vcharacter C , terms such as e L y  k a do not occur in C as allL ig I i i L
 w x.the roots a are orthogonal to L see 6, Sect. 11 . The ordinary characteri
 .  .   ..ymult aqof the Verma module M L equals e L  1 y e ya , soa g D
v  .   ..ymult aqthat n is bounded by e yr  1 y e ya . Hence we cana g D
deduce that if k / 0, then k s 1. The lemma now follows from Proposi-i i
tion 3.5 and Lemma 3.6.
 .We next determine the values of the scalars c in 5 when L y l is al
sum of imaginary simple roots, pairwise orthogonal, and all orthogonal to
L. Note that since L and l are both symmetric, so is L y l. Hence
Æl s L y  b , where the sum can be taken to be over I rather than theÆig I i
Ã  .llarger I, as a , a s 0 for all integers 1 F l F N y 1 implies that i isi v i iÇ
Æv-conjugate to an integer in I.Ç
We first need another definition. If g s  k b , defineÆig I i i
%
ht g [ k . .  i
ÆigI
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LEMMA 3.8. Let L be a symmetric integrable weight in HU , and l be a
symmetric element in B v. If L y l is a sum of distinct, pairwise orthogonal,L
 .imaginary simple roots, all orthogonal to L, then the coefficient c in 4 isl
%
 .ht Lylc s y1 , .l
%
 .Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on ht L y l . We know from
 . v4 that c s 1. Set C to be the set of all symmetric weights m in BL L L
such that L y m is the sum of distinct, pairwise orthogonal, imaginary
simple roots, and let
n v s mve m . .0 m
 .Since the ordinary character of the Verma module M 0 of G is
ym ult a
n s 1 y e ya . .0
qagD
 .for all m in C the dimension of the weight space M 0 is 1, as ym is a0 m
sum of orthogonal simple roots. So the definition of t gives mv s 1 forv m
all m g C . Let l g C , and so L y l s r b , where the b are all0 L ss1 i is s
 .  .distinct. The coefficient of e l on the right-hand side of 4 is
r
c ,  Ly b y ? ? ? ybi ij j1 sss0  4j , . . . , j gT1 s s
 4  .where T is the set of all subsets of 1, 2, . . . , r of order s. Since e l doess
 .not appear on the left-hand side of 4 , this coefficient equals 0. Assume%
 .now that the result holds for all weights m in C such that ht L y mL%
 .- ht L y l . It follows by induction that
r% s .ht Lyl rc q y1 y1 s 0, .  .l  /s
ss1
which gives the desired answer for c .l
Combining the results of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, we have therefore proved
that when L is a symmetric integrable weight, then
C v s n v e w w Sv , .  .ÃL L
ÃwgW
where
Sv s e L q r e b e yb , .  .  .ÃL
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%
ht b . .  .and e b s y1 if b is the symmetric sum of pairwise orthogonalÃ
 .imaginary simple roots, all orthogonal to L, and e b s 0 otherwise.Ã
Also, of course, for the trivial module C v s 1; we can therefore deduce0
that
y1
v vn s e w w S . .  .Ã 0 /
ÃwgW
Substituting this result back into the formula for C v, we obtain, for anL
integrable symmetric weight L in HU ,
 e w w Sv .  .ÃÃw g W LvC s ,L v e w w S .  .ÃÃw g W 0
and, for any symmetric weight L in HU ,
y1
v vn s e L e w w S . .  .  .ÃL 0 /
ÃwgW
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
ÃProof of Theorem 3.1. Let i g I and a be imaginary. Theni
U l Æ  ..a , v a s 0 for all integers 1 F l F N y 1 if and only if i g I and aÃi i i i
Æis an imaginary root of G.
When L is an integrable symmetric weight in HU , it follows from
Uy 1 ÃU .Lemma 2.3 that P L is an integrable weight in H for the GKMv
Æ Ã .algebra G note that it is not integrable for the bigger algebra G .
Furthermore, Corollary 3.4 implies that the minimal number of generators
Ã y1 Æ .w of w g W equals the number of generators r of Q w in W.Ãi i
ÆTherefore the ordinary character of the irreducible G-module of highest
Uy 1 . Uy 1 vweight P L equals P C , when L is integrable; and for anyv v L
Æsymmetric weight L, the character of Verma G-module of highest weight
Uy 1 Uy1 v .P L equals P n . This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.v v L
It follows that if V is a highest weight G-module with symmetric highest
weight L, and
v vch V s m e l , .  . l
lFL
v Æthen m / 0 implies that L y l s  k b , where for all i g I, k is aÆl ig I i i i
Ænonnegative integer. Note that the sum may be taken to be over I, and not
Ã Æthe larger I. The denominator formula for G immediately gives the
following corollary.
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ÆqCOROLLARY 3.9. Let D denote the set of positi¨ e roots of G. If L is a
U v U ymult aÃ .    ...qsymmetric weight in H , then n s e L  1 y e P ya ,ÃÆL a g D vÃ
Æwhere mult a s dim G .Ã a
Ã ÆRemarks. 1. When G / G, the twining characters for highest weight
Æ ÃG-modules coincide with ordinary characters of G and not of G. This is
Ã Æ Uy 1 .due to the fact that when I / I, P r is not always a Weyl vector forv
ÃG.
Æ2. If I s B, the above results implies that for all symmetric weights
U v  . v  .L in H , n s e L , and C s e L if L is also integrable. In this caseL L
Æ Uy 1 Uy1 v Uy1 v .  .  .  .G s 0, and P L s 0, so that P n s e 0 and P C s e 0 .v v L v L
w xThis is Theorem 2 in 3 .
3. Since, for a fixed Cartan matrix, the ordinary character and the
twining character do not depend on the size of the Cartan subalgebra,
Æ Æ .  .Theorem 3.1 holds for any GKM algebras G s G A and G s G A as
long as the duals of their Cartan subalgebras are large enough for all roots
to be either positive or negative, for the multiplicities of the simple roots
to be finite, and for the existence of Weyl vectors. In particular, the
Æbilinear forms induced by A and A need not be nondegenerate, and the
multiplicities of the simple roots may be greater than 1.
4. A LARGER CLASS OF OUTER AUTOMORPHISMS
 .As before, the Cartan matrix A is symmetric; G s G A denotes a
GKM algebra such that the bilinear form on G induced by A is nondegen-
erate; and the bijection v of the set I preserves the Cartan matrix A.Ç
Also, v denotes the outer automorphism of G defined in Section 2. To the
bijection v we can in fact not only associate the automorphism v, but aÇ
whole family of outer automorphisms of G. More precisely, there exist
automorphisms v of G such thatÄ
v e s j e , v f s j X f ,Ä Äi i v i i i v iÇ Ç
X U  w xwhere j , and j are in C . The proof of the existence of v in 3 appliesi i
.to v as well. It follows immediately thatÄ
v s fv ,Ä
where f is an inner automorphism of G such that
f e s j e , f f s j X f .i i i i i i
We will refer to the automorphisms v and v as diagram automorphismsÄ
and generalized diagram automorphisms, respectively.
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LEMMA 4.1. With the abo¨e notation, j X s jy1 for all i g I for whichi i
there exists j g I such that a / 0.i j
 . XProof. Since f is a Lie algebra homomorphism, f h s j j h . Now,i i i i
w x.  .  .on the one hand, for all j g I, f h , e s f a e s a f e . On thei j i j j i j j
w  .  .x X  .  . X  .other hand, f h , f e s j j a f e . Hence a f e s j j a f e ,i j i i i j j i j j i i i j j
and the result follows.
We now assume that for all i g I, j X s jy1. Therefore v and v areÄi i
U U  <equal on the Cartan subalgebra H, so that v s v i.e., the dual of vÄ Ä H
U .on H . As in the previous section, v induces a bijection t of G-mod-Ä vÄ
ules: t : V ª V U , which satisfies the v-twining property, i.e.,Äv L v L .Ä
t R x ¨ s R U vy1 x t ¨ .  .  . . Äv L v L . vÄ Ä Ä
U  .for all x g G and all ¨ g V . When v L s L, we define the twiningL
character of a G-module V with respect to v to beÄ
vÄ R h.Lch V h s tr t e . .  . V vÄ
vÄ v .  .We next show that ch V can be easily expressed in terms of ch V .
Note that unlike in Section 3, we now require the bilinear form on H to
be nondegenerate.
U U  .THEOREM 4.2. Let L g H be such that v L s L. There exists an
element h g H 0 such that the twining character of the Verma module ofvÄ
highest weight L with respect to v isÄ
vÄ vn h s e L h n h y h , h g H . .  .  . .L v L vÄ Ä
If , moreo¨er, L is also integrable, then the twining character of the irreducible
module of highest weight L with respect to v isÄ
vÄ vC h s e L h C h y h , h g H . .  .  . .L v L vÄ Ä
Proof. We write the irreducible twining characters for the diagram
automorphism v as
C v s mve l 6 .  .L l
lFL
and for the generalized diagram automorphism as
vÄ vÄC s m e l . 7 .  .L l
lFL
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U v vÄ .Let l be an element in H such that m / 0 or equivalently, m / 0 .l l
Then l s L y  k a , where for each i g I, k is a nonnegative inte-ig I i i i
Æger, k s k , and k s 0 unless i is v-conjugate to an element in I. WeÇv i i iÇ
find that
k iN y1i
kv v viÄ
lm s m j s m j . .  l l i l v iÇ /igI ls0ÆigI
For each i g I, we define s g C to be as follows:i
N y1i
s r Ni ilj s e . v iÇ
ls0
The imaginary part of s is, of course, only fixed modulo 2p N , and wei i
vÄmay put s s s for all i g I. This allows us to express m asv i i lÇ
vÄ v s k r N v s ki i i i im s m e s m e . l l l
igIÆigI
 .For i g I, let L denote the fundamental weights, satisfying L , a s di i j i j
 .for all i, j g I. We can write k as k s L y l, L . Define the elementi i i
s [ s L . i i
i
 U .0Then s is in H . We obtain
vÄ v Lyl , s .m s m e .l l
U  .Let w : H ª H be the bijection induced by the bilinear form ?, ? on H,
 .  .and let h denote w s . Substituting the above expression in 7 and usingvÄ
v vÄ .  .   ..  .6 , we find that C h s e L h C h y h , proving the theorem.L v L vÄ Ä
Hence the effect of a generalized diagram automorphism, as compared
to the corresponding ordinary diagram automorphism, consists in a shift in
the argument and a multiplication by an overall factor. In case v has finiteÄ
order, this factor is of course a phase. Note that the imaginary part of s is
defined only up to 2p times an element of the weight lattice of G; the real
part of s is unique, however; it is zero if v has finite order.Ä
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